ANSYS Licenses Datakit technology
LYON, France, December 23th, 2013 - Datakit, a leading CAD Data Exchange Company
announces that ANSYS, a global leader and innovator of engineering simulation software,
has licensed Datakit translation technology for inclusion in ANSYS translation products.
ANSYS is using Datakit technology to extend the range of CAD formats supported and
improve translation capabilities in the ANSYS geometry interface offerings. New
geometry interfaces for JT and Catia V6 leveraging Datakit technology were introduced
with the ANSYS 15.0 release in December. These are standalone interfaces that may be
used without a locally installed CAD system.
"We're very excited to have ANSYS license our data exchange technology," said Francis
Cadin, CEO of Datakit. "Datakit is committed to providing the best in translation
technology for CAD/CAM/CAE software vendors and ANSYS selection of Datakit
technology reflects the quality of technology and support we have achieved based on this
commitment."
About Datakit
Datakit is a private held and leading company founded in 1994 specialized in CAD data
exchange solutions and services. It offers stand-alone converters, plug-ins and SDK that
analyze, heal and export models. Datakit exposes a wide range of geometrical and
semantical data (Assemblies, PMIs, metadata...) through its various range of products. It
also provides services that aid in the migration of CAD databases and help customers
choose the best data transfer solutions. It works closed to the Independent Software
Vendors that currently integrate its CAD Data exchange solutions as components to their
own software.
For more information, please visit us at www.datakit.com.
About ANSYS, Inc.
ANSYS brings clarity and insight to customers' most complex design challenges through
fast, accurate and reliable engineering simulation. Our technology enables organizations
― no matter their industry ― to predict with confidence that their products will thrive in
the real world. Customers trust our software to help ensure product integrity and drive
business success through innovation.
Founded in 1970, ANSYS employs more than 2,500 professionals, many of them expert
in engineering fields such as finite element analysis, computational fluid dynamics,
electronics and electromagnetics, and design optimization. Headquartered south
of Pittsburgh, U.S.A., ANSYS has more than 75 strategic sales locations throughout the
world with a network of channel partners in 40+ countries. Visit www.ansys.com for
more information.

